This paper addresses a problem on the structural design of control systems, and explicitly takes into consideration the possible application to large-scale systems. More precisely, we aim to determine the minimum number of manipulated/measured state variables ensuring structural controllability/observability of the linear continuous-time switching system. Further, the solution can be determined by an efficient procedure, i.e., polynomial in the number of state variables.
work in structured systems theory may be found in [11] [12] [13] [14] , see also the survey [15] and references therein. The main idea is to reformulate and study an equivalent class of systems for which system-theoretic properties are investigated based on the location of zeroes/non-zeroes of the state space representation matrices.
In the context of structural linear systems, the minimum controllability problem for linear time-invariant systems was addressed in [16] [17] [18] . In [16] , this problem was explored in detail, i.e., all possible solutions were characterized and a solution can be determined by a polynomial algorithm with O(n 3 ) computational complexity, where n is the number of state variables. More precisely, the solutions can be dedicated solutions, i.e., an actuator can only actuate a single state variable, or minimal solutions, i.e., the minimum number of actuators actuating the minimum number of state variables, are considered. Extensions to the case where actuating a given state variable incurs in different cost has been addressed in [19] , [20] . In [17] the complexity of selecting the minimum number of inputs out of a given possible collection is considered and shown to be in general NP-hard.
The minimum controllability problems aforementioned were posed only for linear time-invariant systems. Nonetheless, several dynamical systems present both continuous and discrete behaviors.
These hybrid systems consist of modes that represent the continuous-time behavior, among which the system switches describing the discrete nature. If the dynamics described by the modes are linear time-invariant, we have linear time-invariant switching systems, which we refer to as switching systems and enclose many of the existing hybrid systems. Examples of such systems are interconnected dynamical systems where interconnections can be compromised: transmission lines in a power electric grid can break down, and communication between an agents in a multiagent network can change, to name a few. Consequently, in this paper we focus on the minimum controllability problem for linear continuous-time switching systems.
In this paper, we study the structural minimum controllability problem for linear continuoustime switching systems, formally introduced in the next section, that extends the structural minimum controllability problem for linear continuous-time switching systems.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (i) the reduction of the structural minimum controllability problem for linear continuous-time switching systems to a minimum weighted maximum matching problem, that can be solved polynomially in O(n ω ), where n is the number of state variables and ω < 2.373 is the exponent of the n × n matrix multiplication [21] ; and (ii) the characterization of dedicated and minimal solutions to the structural minimum controllability problem for linear continuous-time switching systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II provides the formal statement of the problem. Next, Section III reviews some concepts, introduces fundamental results in structural systems theory and establish their relations to graph-theoretic constructs. In Section IV, we present the main results. Next, we present an illustrative example in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and discusses avenues for further research.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we formally introduce the structural minimum controllability problem for linear continuous-time switching systems.
Consider the following linear continuous-time switching systeṁ
where σ : R + → M ≡ {1, . . . , m} is a switching signal, x(t) ∈ R n the state of the system at the instance of time t, and u(t) ∈ R p represents the piecewise continuous input signal. In the sequel, we identify (1) by the pair (A σ(t) , B σ(t) ), that contains m modes withhold subsystems
. . , m}, and σ(t) = i implies that the ith subsystem (A i , B i ) is active at time instance t. Further, the switched linear continuous-time system (1) is said to be controllable (or equivalently, (A σ(t) , B σ(t) ) is controllable) if for any initial state x 0 , and a final state x f , there exists a time instance t f > 0, a switching signal
Naturally, one would be interested in the following problem: given the linear switching system (1), we aim to determine the sparsest (B * 1 , . . . , B * m ) required to ensure its controllability, as a solution to the following problem:
where M 0 is the zero (quasi) norm, i.e., it counts the number of non-zeros entries in matrix M . Unfortunately, this problem is NP-hard even when m = 1, see [2] for details.
Since the parameters are not always known, structural system theory is considered [15] .
Structural linear systems are linear parameterized systems with a given structure, i.e., the entries of the state space matrix are either free parameters or fixed zeros. LetĀ σ(t) ∈ {0, 1} n×n denote the zero/nonzero structure or structural pattern of the system matrix A σ(t) , whereasB σ(t) ∈ {0, 1} n×p is the structural pattern of the input matrix B σ(t) ; more precisely, an entry in these matrices is zero if the corresponding entry in the system matrices is equal to zero, and a free parameter (denoted by one) otherwise. Therefore, a pair (Ā σ(t) ,B σ(t) ) is said to be structurally controllable if there exists a pair (A σ(t) , B σ(t) ) respecting the structure of (Ā σ(t) ,B σ(t) ), i.e., same locations of zeros and nonzeros, such that (A σ(t) , B σ(t) ) is controllable. By density arguments [13] , it can be shown that if a pair (A σ(t) , B σ(t) ) is structurally controllable, then almost all (with respect to the Lebesgue measure) pairs with the same structure as (Ā σ(t) ,B σ(t) ) are controllable. In essence, structural controllability is a property of the structure of the pair (Ā σ(t) ,B σ(t) ) and not of the specific numerical values.
The structural minimum controllability problem for linear continuous-time switching systems problem can be stated as follows:
Given the structure of the matrices of the linear switching system in (1), we aim to determine the sparsest (B * 1 , . . . ,B * m ) required to ensure its structural controllability, i.e., that is the solution to the following problem:
Notice that a solution to P 1 may consist ofB i with columns with all zero entries, that can be disregarded when considering the deployment of the inputs required to actuate the system. In addition, in the worst case scenario, we obtain structural controllability by taking the identity matrix as the input matrix, which justifies the dimensions chosen for the solution search space.
Further, some solutions may comprise at most one nonzero entry in each column; in other words, solutions in which each input actuates at most one state variable. Inputs are referred to as dedicated inputs, if they correspond to the columns of the input matrixB with exactly one nonzero entry. Additionally, if a solutionB * is such that all its nonzero columns consist of exactly one nonzero entry, it is referred to as a dedicated solution, otherwise it is referred to as a non-dedicated solution.
Finally, note that the structure of linear continuous time-varying systems can be described as structural linear continuous-time switching systems. Further, the solution procedure for P 1 also addresses the corresponding structural observability output matrix design problem by invoking the duality between observability and controllability in linear time-invariant (LTI) systems [22] .
III. PRELIMINARIES AND TERMINOLOGY
In this section, we review some notions of controllability of linear continuous-time switching, and their counterpart using structural systems theory [15] .
To assess the controllability for linear continuous-time switching systems consider the following definitions.
Definition 1 ([23]).
The controllability matrix for linear continuous-time switching system as described in (1) is given by
Additionally, we have the following result.
Theorem 1 ([23]). The system described by (1) is controllable if and only if
Now, we associate with the pair
, referred to as the system digraph, with vertex set V i and edge set E i , where
n } represents the state and input vertices, respectively. In addition,
represents the state edges and input edges, respectively. Similarly, we can define a state digraph D( Next, we introduce the notion of a bipartite graph B(M ) associated with a m 1 × m 2 matrix M given by B(M ) = (C, R, E C,R ), where R = {r 1 , . . . , r m 1 } and C = {c 1 , . . . , c m 2 } correspond to the labeling row vertices and column vertices, respectively, and
The bipartite graph is an undirected graph with vertex set given by the union of the partition sets C and R, which we refer to as left and right vertex sets, respectively. A matching M ⊂ E C,R is collection of edges that have no vertex in common. A maximum matching is a matching with maximum cardinality among all possible matchings. For ease of reference, if a vertex in the left and right vertex set does not belong to an edge in a maximum matching, we then refer to it a right-and left-unmatched vertex, respectively.
Additionally, we can consider weights associated with the edges in a bipartite graph, so we can consider the problem of determining the maximum matching with the minimum sum of the weights, that we refer to as the minimum weight maximum matching. The minimum weight maximum matching can be generally solvable in O(max{m 1 , m 2 } ω ), where ω < 2.373 is the exponent of the n × n matrix multiplication [21] .
In addition, a digraph 
IV. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we present the main results of this paper. We characterize the solutions to P 1 in three steps: (i) we determine a dedicated solutionB for the particular case whereB 1 =B andB i = 0 for i = 2, . . . , m, see Algorithm 1 whose correctness is provided in Theorem 4; (ii)
we describe in Theorem 5 the non-dedicated solutionsB 1 (withB i = 0 for i = 2, . . . , m ) from the dedicated solutionsB; and (iii) we characterize all possible solutions to P 1 in Theorem 6.
First, we re-state Theorem 2 as follows. is a solution to P 1 . Furthermore, its computational complexity is O((mn+β) ω ), where ω < 2.373
is the exponent of the n × n matrix multiplication. 
Step 2. Consider a weighted bipartite graph B ([Ā 1 , . . . ,Ā m ,S]) = (C, R, E C,R ), whereS is a n × β matrix andS i,j = 1 if x i ∈ N T j , and the column vertices be re-labeled as follows: the columns of A i are indexed by {c equal to zero, the weight on the edges e ∈ {s 1 , . . . , s β } × R be equal to one, and all non-existing edges corresponding to infinite weight.
Step 3. Let M be the maximum matching incurring in the minimum cost of the weighted bipartite graph presented in Step 2.
Step 4. Take J = {i : (s j , r i ) ∈ M , j ∈ {1, . . . , β}}, i.e., the row vertices associated with S that belong to the edges in the MWMM M (i.e., those with weight one). In addition, let J = {1, . . . , n} \ {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : (c k j , r i ) ∈ M , k ∈ {1, . . . , m}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}}, and J contains the index of a single state variable from each non-top linked SCC N T p , with p ∈ {1, . . . , β} \ J .
Step 5. Set J = J ∪ J ∪ J . Finally, we provide the most general characterization of the input matrices that are solution to P 1 .
Theorem 6. LetB be given as in Theorem 5. IfB i , for i = 1, . . . , m, is such that the following holds:
•B i contains as columns only the columns ofB, but only once the non-zero columns;
• all non-zero columns ofB are present in [B 1 , . . . ,B m ];
• no twoB j ,B k , with j, k = 1, . . . , m and j = k, contain the same non-zero column vectors ofB, then (B 1 , . . . ,B m ) is a solution to P 1 .
Proof. By noticing that under the mentioned conditions the minimality is ensured, i.e., we have Hereafter, we aim to determining the sparsest configuration of inputs that render the system structurally controllable, i.e., a solution to P 1 . To this end, we consider Algorithm 1 that is correct and can be efficiently implemented, see Theorem 4.
First, the DAG representation of the state digraph associated with D(Ā) contains three SCCs depicted by dashed gray boxes in Figure 1-(d) ; in particular, N In addition, the weights associated with the edges in B([Ā 1 ,Ā 2 ,Ā 3 ,S]) are as follows: the edges that contain the vertices c 13 and c 14 have unitary weight (depicted by the blue edges in Figure 1 -(e)), and all other edges incur in zero weight (depicted by the black edges in Figure 1 - 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
In this paper, we have proposed an extension of the previously proposed structured minimum controllability problem for linear time-invariant to linear continuous-time switching systems.
Possible extensions involve considering different actuation cost per state variables, actuators and possible switching sequences. Additionally, it would be interesting to address the sparsest feedback patterns that ensure the switching system to ensure stabilizability.
